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I am playing in a death metal band for two and a half years now, playing bass since 25 years. Time to share a few thoughts about the role of the 
bass in death metal.
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Progressive Bass Playing in Metal/Death Metal 
von StephanDemento @ 2012-09-10 – 11:34:14 

I am playing in a death metal band for two and a half years now, playing bass since 25 
years. Time to share a few thoughts about the role of the bass in death metal.

Playing in a death metal band was an interesting step for me. I used to play 
progressive rock, classic rock, hard rock and metal but never death metal. Honestly, in 
the past I never really liked the growling. Only exceptions were Cynic and Death. But I 
liked what I heared from my guys and joined the band, also developing a differnt "ear" 
for this way of singing. 

When I joined my current band, the first thing that stroke me was the complexity of the 
arrangements and the number of breaks and changes.
Second were the quite unusal finger patterns far away from standard e-minor and 
c-major stuff I was used to from standard rock.
Third was the high requirements with regards to speed, endurance and power.

Next thing for me was to explor this musical genre. I always had a liking for technical 
ambitious music and it was easy to find very interesting bands in this genre. Next to 
Cynic and Death, I started getting into Opeth and more technical acts like Beyond 
Creation, Obscura, The Faceless and others.
When thinking about outstanding bass players in death metal, top of mind names most 
likely will be Steve DiGiorgio (most prominent with Death), Alex Webster from Cannibal 
Corpse and Blotted Science, Sean Malone with Cynic, Tony Choy with Atheist, Jeroen 
Paul Thesseling with Pestilence and Obscura. Most of them already active in the 
business since the early 90s. Interesting to note that they either stand out by using a 
"jazzy" fretless bass like Jeroen and Sean, impressing with their vast knowledge in 
non-metal genres like flamenco or jazz (yes, Steve also plays fretless, but different..) 
or impressing with their powerfull finger-technique resulting in a sound rich of power, 
speed and attack like Steve and Alex.

But there is also a very interesting group of new players rising in public attention, 
mainly as part of even more technical or brutal bands like Necrophagist and Brain Drill 
and Beyond Creation. Players like Jeff Hughell developed their own style with their 
high-speed two handed tapping and sweeping licks on extended range Basses (with 7 
or even more strings) where they pushed further what has been established by Billy 
Sheehan. Or take Evan Brewer from "The Faceless" who shows that he has studied 
the "classics" like Jaco or Stanly Clark quite well while putting it into a death metal 
context.

From a playing technique perspective my first finding was that the outstanding players 
all play fingerstyle. An great example is Alex Webster from Cannibal Corpse who plays 
with very hard attack and endurance. In interviews he explained that he worked hard 
on his 3-finger technique to keep pace with the guitar players for the high speed parts. 
He does not compromise on attack while playing fast.
It motivated me to look at this technique myself but I had to realize that I can survive 
well with two fingers and will not be able to change after all those years. I only use 3 
fingers for fast triplets but never for groups of 4. Other players seem to focus too much 
on the 3 finger technique for the sake of speed and loose on the overal strength that 
you can build playing the classic 2-finger way, resulting in loss of attack.
But I certainly had to practice. Like in my early years I sat down with my bass while 
watching a movie or tv show and gave my fingers a run. Stupid strenght and 
endurance training, more like sports than like music...

Slapping does not seem to play a major role, only to be heared from time to time for 
the difference in punch and transparancy of deep notes, less for the groove.

Tapping and sweeping is heared all over the place. When I started playing it was Billy 
Sheehan who impressed the audience with his high speed tapping solos influenced by 
Eddie van Halen. More than 20 years later he still seems to play the same patterns but 
that is a different story...
Both tapping and sweeping can be used to create nice sounds, from piano-like chords 
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and arpeggios to flurry sound scapes.
I like both techniques, but find it hard to use it live due to the loss of volume and attack. 
It happens often that I create some cool tapping or sweeping fill on the sofa but have 
to throw it away when playing with the complete band since it gets lost or simply does 
not support the song. 

From my perspective, tapping and sweeping is used a bit too often in the technical 
death bands mentioned before. It appears to be a marketing thing. When you share 
that your bass player plays a 7plus-string bass and tapps the hell out of it you get 500 
more likes on your facebook page...

Check out the youtube user CannibalisticZombie. He is advertising his band by posting 
bass covers from brain drill and the likes. He has more than 350.000 views for a brain 
drill bass cover while the band itself my only have a rather exclusive group of fans. 
There seems to be a huge interest in the bass player community for this kind of 
playing.

Another thing is the appearance of fretless basses in some of those outstanding 
bands. While I love playing fretless myself I found it hard to use it in a death metal 
band context. From my perspective, fretless works nicely for melodic tunes but misses 
the presence and attack competing against two guitars and drums in the overall mix. 
Certainly Sean Malone is a great example how to use a fretless bass in progressive 
metal but it works beause the sound of Cynic leaves enough space for him.
Dominic Forest Lapoint (Beyond Creation) is another nice example for a fretless player 
who developed his own "voice" and sound that cuts through very nicely by playing very 
independent bass lines, thus being heared very well.
Another good example is Lars Norberg and his extraordinary work on Ihsahn's angL.
There is no point to play a fretless if you just double the guitars. You just get lost.
Playing a fretless live is another challenge. Because of usually suboptimal light and 
sound situation you may struggle with your intonation and also might end up with a 
diffuse sound that does not cut through the mix. Might be the quality of the videos but 
in most live videos the fretless bass does not sound great compared to the recordings.
Again, this seems to be a bit of a marketing thing, when e.g. Jeroen Paul Thesseling 
announces to play a 7-string fretless.. Honestly, How often do you need this complete 
tonal range? I'd rather change the instruments from song to song.
Thus the decision playing fretted or fretless should be considered dilligently and should 
be driven by needs of the music. 

In addition to those outstanding professional bands I also listend to a number of bands 
live or in the web in my area.

What comes to my mind when I look at bass players in most death metal bands 
without labels is the gap between amateur players and the top liga in terms of skills. 
Other than in pop/rock cover bands where many bass players in cover bands 
reproduce the original lines and sounds very pricesly, in death metal there is a bigger 
difference.

One reason could be that the audience simply would not notice if there is a great bass 
player or a lousy one playing because the overall sound of the bands would not allow 
to notice anyway. So bass players take the easy path, double the guitar lines, play with 
pick for covenience and focus more on attitude and show elements.

Another reason from my opinion is that in death metal, great bass players usually 
come in a package with great guitar players or drummers. Overall there is a high level 
of virtuosity and skills in death metal as a music genre and specifically in the more 
progressive or technical acts.
But its hard to find this "match of genius". Usually when you play music as a hobby, 
you don't judge your fellow musicians just by skills but other criterias. Great for you if 
you find a fellow musician who engages with you on a mutual motivation and "strive for 
more" level.

Third reason could be that the bass in death metal may not be appealing enough as an 
instrument to ambitious young musicians like the guitar or drums. In general, I have to 
say that I do see more great drummers and guitar players in those bands in my 
community than great bass players. And those young guitar players and drummers are 
technically by far better than the ones I know from the time I started more than 20 
years ago. Bass simply plays a more important role in funk, modern Jazz and Fusion 
than in rock. Well, you might argue the importance for the overall sound, yes, but 
certainly there is more attention on the lead guitar players and drummers.

I continue to enjoy death metal and have all freedom to develop my bass lines and try 
to push (my) limites.
While techical extrems are usually only great fun for short time, a good harmonic 
foundation and the ability to improvise over changing chords appears to be a more 
long term investment. This is my personal next step in evolving as a player. May have 
to start listening to some more Jazz and find a teacher...
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